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Integrated DC Charging Solutions
For RV Applications

Dodge Promaster

Mercedes Sprinter

● Dedicated Secondary Alternator System
● 12, 24, 48/51 Volt for most Class B Vehicles
● Wakespeed WS500 Advanced Regulator
● Lithionics Battery Systems featuring CAN enable communications with WS500
● Simplified click-n-go wiring harness to easy installation
● For Mercedes Sprinter, Dodge Promaster, Ford Transit & More

Dual Alternator Charging System - With today's
rapidly evolving electrical DC to AC inverters, solar chargers
and advanced power storage battery systems the off grid
versatility options are endless. At the heart of the off grid
mobile capability is the engine driven generator option. Nations
offers the most advanced system, coverage and experience
pioneering the mobile charging market.
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Ford Transit
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THE XP SERIES 12V
Our XP series high-output alternators are the ultimate upgrade when you need the absolute biggest and most sophisticated high
output alternator on the planet. All of our XP series alternators are designed for one purpose, brute force idle output. When you
need the most extreme idle output with the most sophisticated integrated alternator-monitoring system to prevent thermal
failures is where the XP alternator delivers. Every Nations product we sell is held to the strictest quality standards in the
industry. We only use 100% brand new custom made components along with one of the most rigorous testing before each
individual alternator leaves our shop. Each XP series alternator comes standard with our decoupler style pulley and 2-year
replacement warranty. If you're looking for a significant overall increase in top end and idle output, the XP series alternator is
your solution.
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WAKESPEED WS-500 ADVANCED REGULATOR
In a resounding departure from the vast majority of multi-stage voltage-only
regulators currently available, the WS500 uses a unique approach to charge
control by factoring multiple criteria - battery voltage, current in, current out,
battery temperature, alternator temperature - resulting in a smarter approach
to battery and system care.
Highly configurable and able to communicate via J1939 CAN protocol, the
WS500 provides superior charging efficiency and safety along with the
singular ability to address the specific needs of newer battery technologies like
LiFePO4 and similar chemistries.

Ideal for RV applications, some exclusive features of the WS500 include:
●

Active regulation of voltage, current, and temperatures to assure proper battery charging while protecting the system
- including ensuring battery C rate is never exceeded without needing to artificially restrict the alternator capacity.

●

Zero Output Technology™ allows alternators to continue to power house loads after the battery is fully changed.

●

Adaptive Idle Technology™ reduces alternator load at lower engine RPMs to minimize impact on performance.

●

Auto-adjusts for 12, 24, 48/51 volt systems and allows advanced user-configuration for system voltages in between.

●

CAN communication for ease of install and reliable measurement of critical battery and system information such as:
battery amperage/voltage, alternator and battery temperature, battery capacity and status, electrical and engine loads

●

Full BMS and Operator Display compatibility using RV-C, OSEnergy and other protocols .
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HPX SERIES 51V-HPX-100 48/51 VOLT
Custom designed using the latest in high energy rotating electrical technology. The HPX series utilizes carefully selected
components to provide performance and dependability that Nations is known for.
Some other exclusive features of the 51V-HPX-100 include:
●

100 Amp Max Output (Software Regulated)

●

CAN enabled charging system closed loop for safest lithium systems

●

Components designed for High Energy systems

●

Hairpin high efficiency windings and 12 diode dual bridge internal rectifier

●

Dual internal fan cooling, steel reinforced inserts in mounting ears

●

Dedicated ground, temp sensor threaded bosses in custom designed housings
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